
 

The digital future in financial services comes one step closer: 

Digital Asset Group and GMEX Group form a strategic alliance 

 

Joint Venture will develop high impact Blockchain and Crypto Economy 

initiatives to bridge the gap with mainstream finance 

 

London, 30th May 2018. A new partnership between GMEX Group (GMEX), an established provider of 

services in financial markets, and the Digital Asset Group (DAG), one of the most disruptive financial 

service providers in the digital space, shows that the digital world is rapidly coming of age. The joint 

venture will be the first fully-integrated financial group servicing this emerging sector; bringing 

together the practices of regulated banking, finance and exchanges with emerging innovation and a 

digital world enabled by blockchain, Distributed Ledger and Artificial Intelligence technologies.  

 

DAG, which aims to be the premier trusted digital and crypto economy platform connecting traditional 

financial services with emerging digital assets, and GMEX, a global provider of multi-asset exchange 

trading and post-trade business solutions and technology; today have entered into a Joint Venture (JV) 

to work on a range of platforms, projects and initiatives to develop within the Capital Markets sector. 

This partnership shows how the bridge between traditional finance and digital assets is going to be 

built. 

 

Sean Kiernan, co-founder and the CEO of Digital Asset Group, and until recently a senior manager in 

London’s burgeoning wealth management sector, is taking his expertise in traditional regulated 

banking and combining it with the DeepTech expertise of Dmitry Kaminskiy’s the co-founder and Chief 

Innovation Officer of DAG, an innovative entrepreneur and investor active in the fields of FinTech, 

Longevity, and Artificial Intelligence. Through their shared expertise, and that of the overall DAG team, 

they will provide traditional banking services and solutions for digital asset businesses and will facilitate 

entry into the emerging blockchain and crypto economy for existing regulated financial services firms. 

 

GMEX, with extensive expertise in the sector, has developed and delivered GMEX Fusion, a unique 

integrated centralized and distributed solution set combining the established GMEX technology – 

which is currently live in multiple exchanges and post-trade venues – with the latest Blockchain 

technology.   

 

Sean Kiernan commented, “The Digital Asset Group is delighted to be forming a strategic alliance with 

GMEX which have an impeccable track record in building traditional and crypto exchanges and 

delivering innovative and forward-thinking solutions with an emphasis on quality and robustness.” He 

added, “We hope that all of this, combined with DAG’s expertise, will give our clients and partners the 

utmost confidence that we can offer the most compelling products and solutions for bridging 

traditional financial services with the digital asset space.” 

 



 

“We consider this partnership as a leading example of the  synergetic convergence of the most 

advanced technology tools being applied to the intersection of the traditional financial sphere and 

crypto economy, and we are making serious bets that this will deliver the most sophisticated and 

efficient solutions on the market by utilizing the most advanced IT-solutions steered by a diverse and 

experienced team on the very forefront of FinTech, RegTech, LegalTech and InvestTech” said Dmitry 

Kaminskiy, Co-Founder and CIO of DAG. 

 

Hirander Misra, Chairman and CEO of GMEX Group, who has been appointed Advisor to the DAG 

Advisory Board as part of the JV, commented, “The GMEX team and I are thrilled to be working with 

the DAG team who have a huge pedigree of successful ventures in the Financial Services, FinTech and 

wider technology space.”  He continued, “This JV aligns their objective with our ethos to connect 

traditional financial services with emerging digital assets and the wider crypto economy to provide the 

leading trusted platform by bringing together established regulated banking, fund management and 

exchange business models with emerging innovation and blockchain technology.”  

 

The collaboration will be structured around a number of strategic areas including the delivery of 

Exchange initiatives with associated post-trade services including digital registry, blockchain clearing 

house, decentralised depository and custody; Digital and Crypto Banking, Crypto Fund Management 

and emerging technology incubation. 
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About Digital Asset Group (DAG) 

 

DAG’s mission is to bridge traditional financial services with emerging digital assets to provide the 

premier trusted platform to access the digital and crypto economy. DAG aims to bring together the 

tradition of regulated banking and exchange with emerging innovation and blockchain technology. We 

will provide traditional banking services and solutions for digital asset businesses, as well as facilitate an 

entry into the emerging blockchain economy for existing regulated financial services firms.  

 

mailto:pr@gmex-group.com


 

The DAG team has significant and proven expertise in building successful digital enterprises, putting us 

in pole position to become the first internationally-regulated Crypto Bank. We will service client 

requirements for lending and funding through our own bank, as well as a peer-to-peer platform, 

curating independently valued deals, with the objective to build an investment ecosystem.  Our core 

team comes from the traditional regulated banking world combined with DeepTech expertise, to 

uniquely operate within the next industrial revolution at the convergence of AI, data science, 

blockchain, and the evolution of the crypto economy and financial industry. 

 

For more information visit:  www.dag.global  

 

 

About GMEX Group Limited 

GMEX Group is a set of companies that offer sustainable and innovative solutions for a new era of 

global financial markets by being a global provider of innovative multi-asset exchange trading and 

post trade business solutions and technology ecosystems. 

 

Providing business expertise, the latest technology, connectivity & operational excellence delivered 

through an aligned partnership driven approach.  We use our extensive market infrastructure 

experience and expertise to create an appropriate strategic master plan with exchanges, clearing 

houses, depositories, registries and warehouse receipt platforms. 

 

Our key business solutions enable the creation and operation of cost effective electronic exchanges 

and post trade infrastructure in multiple asset classes including equities, debt, FX, derivatives and 

commodities.  

 

We operate in both developing and developed markets through the establishment of cohesive 

business and technology ecosystems. GMEX offers the added benefit of interconnection to multiple 

partner exchanges, to create global networks of liquidity. 

 

The GMEX Market Advancement Programme (MAP) is all about partnerships and creating an 

ecosystem with exchanges and post trade market infrastructure operators to deliver centralised, 

decentralised & hybrid solutions in a collaborative fashion.  

 

GMEX Group is comprised of four main businesses: 

● GMEX Technologies is a provider of multi-asset exchange trading and post trade technology 

through a unique partnership driven approach 

● GMEX Innovation conducts R&D of technologically advanced new product solutions for 

exchange trading, clearing and settlement  

● GMEX Services provides strategic consultancy, implementing services & support for exchanges 

and market infrastructure providers 

http://www.dag.global/


 

● GMEX Investments makes selective seed and early stage strategic investment into market 

infrastructure and related Fintech companies  

 

 
 

For more information visit www.gmex-group.com or follow us on Twitter @GMEX_Group 
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